For Maria evacuees, ship is their lifeline

3,336 Caribbean refugees (and 120 pets) get a fresh start in South Florida thanks to cruise line

The Adventure of the Seas arrived at the Broward County seaport after carrying 3,336 evacuees from Puerto Rico and the U.S. Virgin Islands. The cruise ship then was used to transport many island residents with medical and special needs that delivered essential supplies to residents with medical and special needs who were trapped by Irma.

By Arlene Satchell

The cruise ship's arrival Thursday was a heartwarming sight for hundreds of families that hugged loved ones, burst into tears of joy and flashed broad smiles after reaching a safe haven from the storm-devastated islands they once called home.

Officials aboard the ship said Thursday that they expect to welcome about 800 more passengers aboard the ship, which is scheduled to return to port on Friday.
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Riders, not city, shun trolley

Lauderhill decides to keep publicly funded tram despite big deficit

By Brittany Wallman

Ridership is dropping, and the red-and-yellow Sun Trolley system faces a shake-up at the highest levels.

But it’s not the end for the 25-year-old trolley in Fort Lauderdale, where city officials are working to keep the publicly funded operation in service.

By a 4-1 vote, Commissioner Dean Trantalis dissented, city commissioners endorsed the Sun Trolley’s continued existence, despite its troubles.

But Sun Trolley’s future is uncertain, as the city looks to the Transit Master Plan that spells out potential improvements and changes to the Sun Trolley, including changes to some of the five routes, and replacing the current half-a-mile route with a fixed bus-stop system.

The plan forecasts a $444 million
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Festival of the Arts Boca bringing winnners to Mizner

By Ben Crandell

Actor Bill Murray, influential musician and proponent of great Kathleen H邱ith and other Irish folk bands, will perform at the Festival of the Arts Boca, running Oct. 24-29 at Mizner Park Amphitheater and the Mizner Park Cultural Arts Center. Tickets for the festival, which will feature a variety of performances, will be available starting Oct. 5 at www.artsboca.org or by calling 888-224-7299. Early-bird tickets will be available for select performances, and multi-day packages and passes for the entire festival also will be available.

The 23rd annual festival, which is sponsored by the Klaasman/Kleinwaks Foundation, will feature renowned American加入ees as well as an Irish concert appearance by the group of electronic Garden-sights and spirituals with the program of George Gersh-By Ben Crandell

Music & Movies. The festival opens Friday and runs through Sunday. Tickets for the festival start at $15 and will be available starting Oct. 5 at www.artsboca.org or by calling 888-224-7299. Early-bird tickets will be available for select performances, and multi-day packages and passes for the entire festival also will be available.
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